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Abstract. A growing concern for end users of Online Social Networks
(OSNs) is the privacy and control of user data due to the client-server
architecture of the current ecosystems. In this paper, we introduce a privacy preserving decentralized OSN platform, which mimics real life social
interactions. In particular, we decentralize the OSN platform and give
direct control of the information to the user. The distributed platform
removes central authorities from the OSN and users share their content
only with intended peers through mobile devices. This decentralized system ensures that interaction happens between friends and third parties
cannot access the user content or relationships. To be able to efficiently
share objects and provide timely access in the POSN platform, we take
advantage of free storage clouds to distribute encrypted user content.
The combination of phone-to-phone applications with cloud infrastructure would address the availability limitation of peer-to-peer systems,
while enjoying the benefits of peer-to-peer systems, such as no central
authority and scalability.
Keywords: Decentralize, Phone-to-phone, Privacy, Social Networks
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Introduction

Online social interactions are an integral part of our daily activity. As indicated in Milgram’s experiment, we live in a small-world [10, 21]. Connecting this
small-world in the digital world has been a challenge and has been addressed in
various ways. OSNs enable frequent social interaction and expansion of knowledge or gossip. The emergence of OSNs sparked a major reform in information
spread and how users interact with each other. From data to search to social interactions, users around the world are now more deeply connected to the Internet
as user-generated content undergoes perpetual growth and expansion.
The client-server architecture of the current OSN ecosystems have raised privacy concerns. In general, users have to trust corporations (and governments)
with their personal data when using OSNs. OSNs collect considerable amount of
personal information about their clients and provide new services based on collected or derived information. For instance, a provider can filter advertisements
based on user profile or user’s circle (i.e., friends). Additionally, OSNs have
predictive capabilities about the users as they continuously gather user data.
Researchers have tried to address privacy concerns by user-based key management [6, 12, 14, 34], peer-to-peer architectures [8, 9, 11, 13, 25, 27, 32, 36], or decentralized platforms [1, 3, 20, 30, 31, 33, 35, 38]. In general, peer-to-peer OSN architectures suffer from inefficiency due to high churn rate of users. Even though
some of the proposed decentralized platforms utilize cloud resources, they rely
on compute clouds which are typically fee-based and could analyze user data.
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In a decentralized architecture, efficient sharing and timely access of objects
play a vital role [22]. In two-way friendship OSNs, users typically access a small
number of objects among vast number of posts, with many users accessing only
recently posted objects. Additionally, updates by a user must be available to
his/her friends in a timely manner regardless of whether the posting user has
become offline. To address these challenges, we take advantage of free storage
clouds to distribute encrypted user content. Even though there are OSNs that
utilize cloud, they either use it as an execution platform with plaintext or as a
backup store to central servers. To best of our knowledge, this is the first study
to promote a decentralized OSN relying on mobile devices and storage clouds
with no central server. While peer-to-peer systems require a peer to be online
for data exchange, we utilize cloud to greatly enhance data availability. The
free cloud storage services allows POSN to function through user clients such as
smart phone or tablet apps with no infrastructure of its own. Moreover, smart
phones and tablets have considerable computing capabilities that is utilized to
provide direct interaction between users.
In this paper, to
address privacy concerns, we introduce a
Privacy Preserving Decentralized Online Social Network (POSN)
which mimics real life
social interactions. Figure 1 presents sample
Fig. 1. Snapshots of the POSN prototype
snapshots of Android
app in development. The main contribution of this paper is the combination
of phone-to-phone applications with cloud infrastructure to address the main
limitation of peer-to-peer systems, i.e., availability, due to high churn rate while
enjoying the benefits of peer-to-peer systems, i.e., no central authority and scalability. This approach can be expanded to provide other forms of social communications where data privacy is a concern.
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Cloud as Storage

upload
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In proposed POSN, each user’s
Cloud
Cloud
data is kept in a separate location
Data fetch
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and the owner is in charge of granting access to his or her friends. The
cloud can provide this storage rechat &
chat &
source free of charge. Users upload
Bob
Chris
Alice
notification
notification
encrypted data to their cloud and
Fig. 2. Personal Online Social Network
fetch data from the cloud’s of their
friends (see Section 5). Cloud providers could only observe encrypted data and
share this encrypted data with users that have access to it as shown in Figure 2.
In order to find online friends, we need to check their cloud location file
where their IP address and Port number is stored. In order to access posted
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content of a friend, a user should download the content i.e. the wall post file.
In general, walls containing posts will be automatically downloaded but the
multimedia content and comments will be downloaded only when a user views
it. Even though downloading a file is straightforward, checking hundreds of user’s
files across different clouds is not efficient. Knowing if your friends have a new
content will speed up the process. Online friends can speed up the process as
they can share their knowledge about common friends (see Section 8).
In order to see whether clouds can provide communication efficiency of OSNs,
we compared the file upload/download timing of popular OSNs (i.e., Facebook
and Google+) with popular clouds (i.e., Dropbox, Google Drive, Sky Drive,
Mediafire, Copy Cloud). Figure 3 presents the average upload and download
timing of 10 measurements using an Android tablet over WiFi at our campus. In
these experiments to reduce bias due to background processes and radio status,
we closed all unnecessary services, performed a small file transfer to ensure radio
is on, and kept the measurement process in the foreground. As Facebook resizes
and compresses pictures, we were not able to download a picture of about 1MB
even though larger pictures were uploaded. Hence, 1MB and larger files are
videos doubling in size whereas below 1MB are pictures resized by Facebook.
We obtained comparable performances in our experiments at 10 different WiFi
locations throughout the city as well (results not shown due to space limits).
When uploading a photo, Facebook becomes progressively worse for pictures
(likely due to re-rendering) but is comparable to the rest for videos. Google+
seems worse than all but one cloud provider. Our in depth analysis revealed that
the Google+ API streams the videos, therefore the total download time is considerably increased. Overall, upload performances are similar as videos of 1MB and
larger are uploaded. Download performance of OSNs are also better than clouds
for files smaller than 1MB but are comparable for larger sizes. Even though this
might impact interactive communications such as chat, performance difference
of 1 sec or less would not be considerable for humans to affect adaptation of
POSN. These experiments shows there is no significant performance difference
when uploading/downloading a file to/from an OSN or a cloud provider.
Additionally, we performed measurements with 7 mobile phones over 3G
in the Reno/SFO area. Figure 4 presents the ratio of Dropbox over Facebook
performance for transfer of the same file by the phone around the same time.
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As each volunteer did not complete the same number of experiments, we present
each point separately. Note that points above 1 indicate OSN is faster than cloud.
Overall, we observe the OSN can be fast up to 10x or cloud can be fast up to
9x while in most cases OSN is faster. We believe such considerable performance
variation in data transfers is due to the 3G traffic rate instability.

3

Friendship Establishment
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emails or SMS messages between users to establish certificates/tokens that will
inform the cloud location and public keys of friends as in Figure 5. As the temporal identities need to be unique, POSN generates identities based on hash of
email addresses or phone numbers.
1
Bob
Alice
When a person wants to establish friendship with a contact, s/he
2
sends a URI containing her/his
identity, public key, and profile location. The receiving person may
3
then respond with her/his information if s/he wants to establish
Fig. 5. Friendship establishment
a link. Note that, both messages
should be exchanged via e-mail or SMS so that real identities are ensured. This
approach is also in line with our focus on personalized OSN as the links in
our network should correspond to real life friendships between users. Note that,
a malicious email provider might tamper with message and this is a research
challenge we will focus on. To address this issue, public key certificates can be
obtained or secure e-mails can be sent with PGP to assure validity of public
keys against potential man-in-the-middle attackers. Distributed key agreement
protocols can also be utilized to verify public keys among friends [5, 28, 29].

4

Data Dissemination

POSN utilizes cloud storage system where users upload their content to a cloud
and obtain wall posts of friends from their clouds. Even though one might think
the overhead would be prohibitive (e.g., Facebook has 1.2 billion users), each
user needs to manage content of their friends. On average, a Facebook user has
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130 friends (while the number is 214 in the United States) [18] who are typically
clustered into 12 groups [37]. We keep users in groups similar to most OSNs and
have a wall post file for each group in addition to individual wall file. When the
user makes a post it is appended to the appropriate group.
To better understand how data is being generated in OSNs, we monitored
the activities of 16 Facebook users and their circles (i.e., posts shared by their
friends) for 15 days with explicit permission from the users. On average; for
analyzed users, number of friends is 220 (146 of whom used a smart device) who
are divided into 9 groups. Similarly, per day, average number of text posts in
the user’s circle is 53, links is 37, pictures is 51, videos is 7, and chat messages
is 85. The monitored users themselves uploaded just a total of 25 pictures and
2 videos in total over the same period.
Figure 6 shows how multimedia (i.e., pictures and videos) posts are generated
by circles of each user. We observe majority of photos are less than 100KB while
none is greater than 1MB. Likewise, majority of videos are less than 10MB but
exceptionally there are videos larger than 100MB.
As multimedia can be very 10000
Direct
Cloud
large, the multimedia should be
1000
distributed through the cloud
100
where the user lets online
10
friends know that there is a
1
new post with a direct link to
0.1
download data from the cloud.
0.01
Otherwise, the user would send
0.001
multiple copies of the file (i.e., 0.0001
80
85
90
95
100
as many as the number of onNumber of Online Connections
line friends). Figure 7 shows the
Fig. 7. Sender overhead for multimedia (log-scale)
sender bandwidth overhead for
a user if s/he was to post her/his friend’s posts. It indicates that user overhead
considerably increases if the user directly sends multimedia files to online friends.
For sending average file of 93KB to 90 online friends, the user would need to
send over 8MB data. Hence, rather than sending multiple copies of the file, the
poster notifies online friends about the post that has been uploaded to the cloud.
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Privacy Protection

In order to provide security and privacy in the POSN platform, data is encrypted
before uploading into the cloud. Every user in the POSN would have a public key.
This public key is exchanged at the time of friendship establishment and shared
through the cloud. However, this would be very inefficient as a separate wall
post would be made for each friend. Instead, POSN keeps a wall for each group
as most users forms clusters of friends [17, 24]. Therefore, each group needs a
symmetric key for the group wall, and these keys need to be exchanged securely.
In order to handle the access to the wall post that belongs to a specific group,
the poster embeds a symmetric key into the file as shown in Figure 9. Using
this mechanism, POSN ensures security without adding considerable overhead
to the system since the symmetric keys do not need to be exchanged but rather
recovered through public keys. Furthermore, as multimedia files might be posted
to different groups, we encrypt multimedia files with individual symmetric keys,
which are shared in the wall post for the group.
Each user’s repository provides group keys encrypted with each user’s public
key along with the comment file for that user (see Section 6 for commenting).
In Figure 9, Bob just has access to the ”All” group while Chris has access to
”All” and ”Family” groups. As the symmetric keys for groups can be updated,
the Key ver indicates the version number of the keys. Note that, each user has a
different repository file and hence can not see other’s by default.
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10 measurements. Overall, we observe
that encryption increases the ratio on an average from 1.40 to 1.71, an average of
22% increase in time with encryption. This results are encouraging as the extra
encryption is not adding significant delay overhead.

6

Commenting

Commenting is one of the important feature of OSNs since people typically care
about their friends opinion and it should be incorporated into the framework.
However, majority of the peer-to-peer and decentralized OSN platforms ignore
this feature as it is very challenging to provide in a decentralized structure (see
Section 10). In POSN, each user posts her/his items into the cloud. In order for
friends to post a comment, they should be granted with write permission to the
wall. This might introduce security problems since friends might intentionally or
accidentally mess up a shared file.
One way of incorporating commenting in this framework would be opening a file with a shared write permission for each friend (such as David, Eric,
Frank, and George in Figure 11). If a friend wants to make a comment about a
specific post, then this comment can be posted into a file that belongs to that
specific friend. Associating the comments with the posts can be done by using
the previously assigned IDs of wall posts. The next challenge is how to spread
this comment to friends viewing the original post. So far, we assumed wall post
file will be used to exchange data. Now, we would need to look into as many
as the number of friends’ files to see if they have a comment about posts. The
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owner can aggregate all the comments under friend’s comment files to be included under the original post file and remove them from individual comment
files. Unfortunately, this process can be accomplished only if the owner is online.
Moreover, users have different cloud providers and might not have an account
with the poster’s cloud (such as Bob and Chris in Figure 11). Such users will
have comment files for their friends’s post in their own cloud. To handle these
distributed commenting files, the original poster needs to have a file that holds
the friend’s information where a link to each friends commenting location is
provided (such as Friend List in Figure 11). In this case Alice will not be able
to erase Bob’s comment after populating it to her wall.
The last issue with the commenting is the efficiency. Gathering comments
from each friends’ cloud will introduce considerable overhead to the system. To
minimize this overhead, we implement caching schemes as described in Section 8.
When making a comment to a post, the user sends this comment to all (common)
online friends who can further propagate to other common friends.

7

Search Optimization

Another feature of OSNs that is challenging in distributed platforms is the search
for objects. In POSN, the cloud is used only for storage purposes and friends’
encrypted content is scattered across several locations. In order to search for
content of friends, the wall files from all friends should be downloaded to a client
to be searched through. Such a scheme is very inefficient since the number of
content belonging to a user’s circle can be very high. In order to overcome this
problem in POSN, an index structure is implemented as described in Figure 12.
Whenever a post is made, its keywords or tags are inserted into the index file
by the content creator and uploaded to the cloud along with the post.
Considering there are several
Alice’s Cloud
Bob’s Cloud
groups for a user, one index file
Key
{Family }
Key
{All }
Key
{All }
will not be enough to handle differ-----######
xxxxxxxx
-----ent groups. Because an owner might
######
xxxxxxxx
-----######
xxxxxxxx
post a multimedia content to a spe-----…
...
…
cific group, inserting its tag information into a common index will hint
David’s Cloud
...
other users of its existence. Hence,
My-Index
-----######
POSN keeps a different index file for
Eric’s Cloud
xxxxxxx
...
xxxxxxx
each group encrypted with the sym-----...
xxxxxxx
######
metric key of the group that it be…
Chris’s Client
longs to as shown in Figure 9.
Since an index file is needed by Fig. 12. Multi-level Indexing for Searching
all of our friends, it needs to be disseminated to them. If a user wants to search for a multimedia content, s/he needs
to download the index files of each friend. These index files are then searched
for the desired content, which is not very efficient either. To improve search efficiency, POSN will preemptively process the index files of all friends and create
a new index structure on the client whenever the user is online.
Bob

All-Index

Index

All-Index

Index

Family-Index

Index
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9

Data Distribution Optimization

The lack of a central server results in accessing several locations to gather the posts
from friends. In the worst case, the user
has to check all of friends’ cloud locations,
which may introduce significant overhead. In
POSN framework clients establish direct connection with online friends’ clients. When online, clients can exchange information about
common friends that are not necessarily online. The number of connections that a client
needs to aggregate the information from can
considerably be reduced as friends typically Fig. 13. Friends inter-connections
form clusters (i.e., communities). Figure 13 presents the network between 635
friends of a monitored user where they form several clusters among themselves.
Online friends can exchange information about common friends’ latest posts.
As a result, the number of connections that a client needs to aggregate the
information from will decrease.
B
H
In POSN, when a client (such as client A in Figure 14)
I
becomes online, it will look for friends’ cloud to see if they
G
A
have a new post and learn their communication address (i.e.,
C
D
IP address and port number) if they are online. If the friend
E
(such as client D) is online then the client can establish
J
F
direct connection and ask the friend about common friends
(clients C, E, F, and G in the example). The online friend Fig. 14. Phone-tothen provides its knowledge about common friends. Once Phone exchange
other online friends (such as C) are reported then the newcomer can recursively
query these friends. This operation is carried out only when a client comes online.
Thereafter, rather than periodically checking for new wall posts at every friend’s
cloud, post notifications are pushed to online friends. As users might become
online simultaneously, they need to first update the online status in the cloud
and then look up for friends to assure that they are aware of each other.
The order of lookup is important as finding online friends early on has considerable benefits and there can be several approaches. The first one is to rank
friends by the number of common friends. The second method is to rank friends
by their expected online duration. In order to implement these approaches, a
user needs to keep and share the relevant information. The success rate of these
methods is a research issue that we will try to optimize in our system.
In Figure 15, we compare four methods namely, ideal, most online duration,
most common friends, and random for our measured data. In the figure, the
x-axis indicates the percentage of online friends when a user becomes online and
the y-axis indicates percentage of connections that could be eliminated. One
issue is to determine when to take a snapshot of online activity. To mimic real
user activity, we assumed the user came online one minute before one of her/his
friends actually became online. Hence, we obtain a much larger number of data
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Percent of Connection Savings

points than an individuals online pattern. The marks indicate one instance in
our measurements for the user whose circle is shown in Figure 13. On average,
14.6% of friends were online while ideally one could save 76.5% of connections on
average. Heuristics to first lookup at friends that are most online saves 57.9% of
connections while prioritizing most common friends saves 53.2% of connections
on average. Even, random ordering saves 45.7% of connections on average. Our
evaluations with the user with 435 friends yield very close results (difference of
less than 1% in each average).
Figure 16 presents 90
ideal
Most online duration
most common friends
Random
the amount of mul80
timedia data a user
would need to down- 70
load when s/he be60
came online based
50
on the measurement
of user in Figure 13.
40
Similar to Figure 15,
30
we assume the friends’
20
online pattern as
7
9
11
13
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Percent of Online Friends
the user’s online duFig. 15. Help from online friends
ration. As the time
between logins increase, the amount of data the user might download from
her/his friends increases. In extreme cases, we observe there is about 1GB of
data when the user has not logged in for about a day and friends have posted
large videos. Hence, rather than auto-downloading all multimedia content, POSN
would parse most recent posts and wait for the user to fetch subsequent content
as s/he is scrolling through the posts (especially for large videos).
Photo and Video Posts Between Logins
1000

9
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100
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9.1 Social challenges
10
Friendships might not last forever
or the level of friendship might
1
change, as a result the content
0.1
that friends exchange will change.
The POSN framework should re0.01
0.01
0.1
1
10
flect changes in the friendship staTime between Logins (Hours)
tus. To reduce the level of inforFig. 16. Multimedia data to download when a
mation exchange with a friend, the user becomes online (log-scale in both axis)
group or groups that friend belongs to could be changed. As we might not want the person to be aware of
unfriending, we move all other friends to new group(s) with new key(s). Hence,
the unfriended person would think that there are no new posts even if they
analyzed the raw data.
Another challenge in real life is stalking. In order to stalk someone in our
system, s/he has to know the victim in real life and be a friend in the POSN
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platform. If the stalker is a friend of victims friend, s/he can only see the comments of the victim. There is no way that the stalker can see the shared content
of the victim through POSN if they are not friends.
To allow third party application support without harming user privacy, each
user can keep an App File for each authorized application in their cloud. This
App file is encrypted with a key as any other group wall. Applications will
write the relevant data into the files without revealing it to the app developer.
Moreover, friends who want to partner in specific app can exchange their App
file location and keys so that they can collaborate/compete. Online applications
can also exchange information over the socket connection that is created by the
online clients.
9.2 Security Challenges
Stolen devices pose a security risk. The owner of the stolen device should send
notifications immediately. This notification could be send either by email or
SMS or through some automated mechanisms to minimize the damage. Once a
notification is received every key that is paired with that user would be renewed.
On the other side, the mechanism should be carefully deployed so that this is not
employed for denial of service attacks. Hence, we will investigate a solution that
provides immediate notification mechanism while it can not be used for DoS.
Finally, a cloud provider might track who is accessing individual files and gain
knowledge about interactions of a user [15, 23]. Note that, to download content,
a friend just uses direct link to the file without logging into the cloud. Also,
online users do not need to connect to the cloud to exchange non-multimedia
content. To prevent even IP based analysis by cloud provider, the user might
utilize multiple clouds for different groups s/he is managing. Moreover, friends
can utilize proxies and anonymizer technologies in her/his communications with
the cloud [16, 19]. Likewise, a user’s online friends (who are not necessarily friend
with the person whose encrypted data is downloaded) can be utilized in accessing
clouds so that the cloud is not certain of who is accessing the content.

10

Related Work

We have analyzed some of the decentralized OSNs that we could identify, and
found several decentralized OSNs currently in use: Diaspora [3], Friendica [1],
and RetroShare [2]. Diaspora has tens of thousands of active users. Diaspora
is a set of pods (currently about 130 are publicly available) that decentralize
the system and is accessible through browsers. Even though an individual can
deploy their private pod, the main issue with Diaspora is that each pod is a
central server of many users. Similarly, Friendica builds a social web platform
using set of decentralized servers. RetroShare is a peer-to-peer PC application
that provides decentralized OSN support.
Additionally, there are several decentralized OSNs proposed in academia, but
none of them seems to be actively used. Cachet [27], PeerSon [8], Safebook [9],
and LifeSocial [13] build a peer-to-peer (p2p) system where peers are not necessarily trusted. Polaris [36], My3 [25] and Vegas [11] build a p2p network among
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friends to replicate data. Confidant [20], Tent [4], and Vis-a-Vis [31] build a distributed platform by building a protocol among servers that process user data.
Persona [6] proposes to use attribute based encryption to store user data in untrusted storage servers with web based OSN platform. PrPl [30] allows a user to
use personal or 3rd party server to store their encrypted content.
Finally, there are privacy preserving social networks that are not traditional OSNs. Pythia attempts to present a privacy aware p2p network for social
search [26]. Gossple is an anonymous social network that helps users build new
relationships with others based on mutual interests [7]. Priv.io [38] builds a decentralized web based platform to securely share data. Contrail is a communication platform that provides content filtering in decentralized social networks [33].
NOYB [14] and Lockr [34] can be integrated into current social networks in order
to guarantee the users privacy in OSNs.
Friendship Establishment: The decentralized networks that provide security as a feature tend to be more careful with revealing the very existence of
certain users, thus finding friends becomes a challenge. Others are more cavalier
with this information so making more friends is easier. There is a tradeoff of
how privacy protecting the system is and how difficult it is for users to find and
add their friends. As Diaspora and Friendica has member directories, friends can
can easily be found. In Cachet, LifeSocial, and Vis-a-Vis users can locate friends
through a DHT. PeerSon, Persona, Polaris, RetroShare, and Vegas exchange
certificate files to establish friendship. In proposed POSN, we rely on existing
identities, i.e., email addresses, to exchange credentials and establish friendship.
Data Storage: In a decentralized OSN, the data is, by definition, not stored
in a single location. Some applications store the data in a distributed manner as
a security precaution, some do it in order to promote inter-connectivity between
users, and others do it for a combination of reasons. Diaspora and Friendica store
data in a set of servers, which can be private. P2p systems store encrypted data
amongst all peers (i.e., Cachet, LifeSocial, and PeerSon) or only in trusted peers
(i.e., My3, Safebook, and Vegas). Confidant, Tent, and Vis-a-Vis decentralize
the data among the users selected servers (potentially cloud providers), but the
servers actually process the user data. Persona stores data in servers but only
stores encrypted data. Some store data only in the user’s PC (i.e., RetroShare)
or smart phone (i.e., Polaris). In the proposed POSN, we build a p2p platform
between mobile devices and utilize the cloud for encrypted data storage.
Support for Content Search: Among analyzed systems only Confidant,
Diaspora, and Friendica users can search for content in their own server (or
other servers in case of Diaspora), and Vegas users can perform controlled friend
flooding to search for content. Different from p2p platforms that typically do
not allow search function, POSN provides search of encrypted content by preemptively building search indexes.
Support for Commenting: Among analyzed systems only Confidant, Diaspora, and Friendica allow comments to posts as content is stored on a set of
servers. Different from p2p platforms that do not allow commenting function,
POSN provides commenting by propagating comments through the system.

POSN: A Personal Online Social Network
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Conclusions

OSNs have gained a great importance in our daily life. People prefer to communicate and interact with their friends through OSNs. In this paper, we propose
a privacy preserving decentralized OSN so that users have direct control of their
information. POSN can be easily deployed by installing an application and using
a free-of-charge cloud storage provider. The POSN platform focuses on the community of individuals and tries to optimize the system through encrypted cloud
storage. The combination of phone-to-phone applications with cloud infrastructure addresses the main limitation of peer-to-peer systems, i.e., availability, while
enjoying the benefits of peer-to-peer systems, i.e., no central authority and scalability. POSN ensures that interactions happen between friends and third parties
cannot access the user content or relationships.
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